Put your RIM
System needs
in our hands

We pride ourselves on a collaborative approach that is
centered on our clients, contributes to strategic value, and
ensures success on every engagement. In selecting our
Partner Vault, you will see firsthand that we not only have
the best practices for system implementation, but we are also
submission experts.
Red Nucleus’s system support is unmatched by others and
offers the very best practices for system implementation and
ongoing management.

Introducing Red Nucleus Partner Vault
Red Nucleus has partnered with Veeva to provide a state of
the art, efficient, and cost-effective solution. Now is the time
to take advantage of Red Nucleus’ partnership and best
practices where all the technological aspects of managing
and maintaining your system will be accomplished by our
expert management consultants. Red Nucleus will also
decrease the burden on you by applying our industryrespected proprietary toolkit to implement Partner RIM Vault.
The toolkit includes best practices and guides you through
the top business process requirements, such as:
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In addition, Red Nucleus manages and maintains the technical
aspects to the Partner RIM Vault through:
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One of the challenges of
optimizing the efficiency
of a system when you are
a smaller company is the
tedious task of managing
heavy resources and
controlling the system
properly with a limited labor
pool to implement change
controls, new releases, and
configuration requirements.
Red Nucleus takes the
burden out of your hands
and puts it into ours.

About Red Nucleus
Red Nucleus’s experts
appreciate the intricacies of
life sciences programs. We
offer solutions to complex
problems that demand a
unique combination of
cross-functional expertise and
a process-driven approach,
delivered via a proven
methodology. Whether you
are looking to build new
capabilities, optimize existing
processes, or partner with us
for operational solutions,
Red Nucleus has the solutions
that you need.
Contact us to learn more

www.rednucleus.com

